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l.Introduction

Lasing characteristics of self-assembled quantum-dot lasers

are closely related to the carrier dynamics and the inhomoge-

neous broadening of the optical gain due to the size dishibu-
tion of dots. Though many works have been done to study the

carrier dynamics including capture, relaration and recombina-

tion processes of various quamtum-dot structures both experi-

mentally and theoreticallyt'6, their effects on lasing character-

istics has not yet been well understood. In this paper,we mea-

sured current-output power and the electroluminescence of our

1.3-pm quantum-dot laser and found the change of lasing lev-

els depending on temperature and injection currents.We made

a model on carrier dynamics in the laser active region to simu-

late lasing characteristics, and could completely reproduce the

experimental results.We found that carrier relaxation time is
about 0.7-l.5ps, and that there is a temperature dependence in
carrier reexcitation rate.

2.Experiments on lasing characteristics

We used the quantum dot laser which shows the 1.3-pm room-

temperature continuous-wave lasing at room temperature.The

active region has four dot layers.The cavity is 300-pm long,

and has a high-reflectiviry coaring(95Vo) on both facets. FIg.l
shows the current-output power propeties observed between

15 to 45 C. Note that the slope efficiency started to increase at

14 mA at 15 C and at 17 mA at25 T,and that lasing occurred

with a higher slope efficiency ar 35 and 45C rhan ar 25C. The

electroluminescence at25T shows that lasing started from the

ground state at the threshold current, and that the additional

lasing from the second state started with the increase of injec-

tion currents. At 35C, lasing started from both the ground and

the second state simultaneously. At 45C, lasing started from

the second state, and then the ground-state lasing occuned. We

see that the change in the slope efficiency depending on cur-
rents and temperature is caused by the change in the lasing

level. These experimental findings looks quite unique to quan-

tum-dot lasers.

3.Carrier dynamics model and theoretical calculations

To explain this change in lasing levels,we introduce a carrier

dynamics model taking into account carrier reexcitation be-

tween sublevels and directcarrierrelaxation into sublevels from

the wetting layer as shown in Fig.2. Note that the direct calrier

relaxation to ttre ground sate is indispensable in explaining the

results at 45 C.In ttris model3o, is the carrier relaxation dme,T .,

is the carrier reexcit"ation time from ground to second state,Tc2

is the carrier reexcitation time from second state to wetting

layer,rois the photon lifetime,t, and r* is the radiative and

nonradiative recombination li feti me at sublevel s respectively,ro,

is the recombination lifetime at wertin glayer,ais efficiency of
current injection into wetting layer,NrN,,and \ it the carrier

number in the wetting layer, the ground state,and the second

state respectively,and S, and S, is the photon number of the

ground and the second state respectively.Here, we assumed fte
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Fig.l Lasing characteristics of current-ourpur. power and electrolu-

minescence between 15 to 45C.Lasing level chenge occurs due to

the increase of temperature and injection current.
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Fig.2 Carrier dynamics model of self-assembled QD.Direct carrier

rela,xation from wetting layer to sublevels and reexcitation to the up-

per energy state are introduced in this model.

same carrier relaxation time to the ground state and to the sec-

ond state.We solved carrier - photon rate equations based on

the model of Fig.2 by 4th-order Runge-Kutta method, and obta

ined the calculated lasing characteristics in Fig. 3. We could

completely reproduce the change of lasing levels due to the

increase of temperature and injection culrents.

Through ttre simulation, we found the carrier relaxation time

by the following procedure. The carrier relaxation time under

lasing is given as

ANq _ AS

aar - Tp
(l)

where AS is the increase in the photon number, and Alrlq is the

increase in the wetting layer carrier number. Here,we get the

number of carriers iri the wetting layer and its increase by com-

paring the measured spontaneous emission intensity between

ttre wetting layer and the quantum-dot ground state. We get the

photon number and its increase from the experimental output

power. The inset of Fig.4 shows the injection current depen-

dence of spontaneous emission intensity of the wettin glayet at

25"C. We calculated the carrier number in the wetting layer

Fig.3 Calculated result of current-output power characteristics and

lasing spectra.The change of slope efficiency at 15 and 25C due to

the increase of injection current and that of lasing levels due to the

increase of temperature is completely reproduced.
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Fig.4 Canier number in wetting layer. Op"tt circles represent those

from the experimental results and solid lines represent the calcula-

tions at different carrier relaxation time.Inset shows the injection cur-

rent dependence of spontaneous emission intensity of the wetting layer

ar25C.

from this result. Detait of calculation procedure will be dis-

cussed in the talk. Fig.4 shows the carrier number in the wet-

ting layer, where open circles represent those from the experi-

mental results and solid lines represent the calculations at dif-

ferent carrier relaxation time. The results tell us that the carrier

relaxation time is about 0.7-l.5ps.

4.Conclusions

We found the change of lasing levels of self-assembled

quantum-dot lasers due to the increase of temperature and in-

jection curent.We considered a carrier dynamics model,which

include reexcitation between sublevels and direct relaxation

from wetting layer to sublevels,and could completely repro-

duce the change of lasing levels by the theoretical calculation

.We found that the carrrier relaxation time is about 0.7-

l.5ps,which represents that 1.3pm quantum-dot lasers have po-

tential for high-speed direct modulation.
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